Feminism and Queer Epistemologies, Methodologies and Methods in Social Sciences

The workshop aims at exploring the contribution of feminist theories and approaches to epistemology, methodology and methods in social sciences. It brings together scholars from different disciplines, in order to share existing knowledge, skills and expertises from a feminist and gendered perspective. The event will be composed of a roundtable and a public lecture.

PUBLIC LECTURE: 10 DECEMBER 2021 h. 16,00 – 18,00 (CET)

CLARE HEMMINGS London School of Economics
LUISA PASSERINI European University Institute

The conference will be held in English, to participate in presence or on line please register at: PARTICIPATION FORM 10 DECEMBER

First appointments’ recording available at SNS Youtube_Round Table 19 November
Round table with Elisa Bellè, SciencesPo Paris - Sandra Burchi, Ricercatrice Indipendente - Chiara Cacciotti, Politecnico di Torino - Beatrice Gusmano, Ricercatrice Indipendente - Serena Olcuire, Università La Sapienza di Roma -Valeria Ribeiro Corossacz, Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia

Entrance will be allowed up to the maximum capacity of the Conference Hall and the Green Pass will be verified at the SNS Front Office, V floor

Organized by:
Donatella della Porta
Anastasia Barone
Giada Bonu

Altana Conference Hall
Faculty of Political and Social Sciences
SCUOLA NORMALE SUPERIORE
Palazzo Strozzi
Piazza Strozzi
FLORENCE

eventiculturali.firenze@sns.it